Hockey Player/parent Expectations
Practice:
1. Players must notify the coach 24 hours before practice time if they are unable to attend or are going to
be late.
2. Players must arrive to practice 30 minutes before the start time.
3. Players must bring all required equipment including their practice jersey.
4. Negative attitudes including offensive language are not acceptable under any circumstances and may
result in being asked to leave the practice.

Missing Practice:
1. Will ultimately impact the player’s ice time and opportunities.
2. If a player is sick, we must receive a phone call/text from their parents.
3. Missing practice because of schoolwork is unacceptable.
a. With this being said, school is the number 1 priority, however each player must learn to budget
their time to fulfill all of their commitments.
b. If a player has other sports obligations please let the coach/manager know ahead of time so we
can plan accordingly.

Games:
1. Players must arrive one hour before all games.
2. If a player is going to miss a game, we must be notified 24 hours beforehand
3. Negative attitudes including offensive language and/or behaviors are not accepted under any
circumstances and may result in being asked to leave the ice and respectfully remain on the bench.

Overall expectations:
1. 100% effort is expected at all times.
2. Throwing sticks and shooting pucks are unacceptable unless instructed by a coach.
3. Further actions for offensive language or behaviors towards coaches, teammates, opposing teams, and
officials are subject to review and suspension by the coach and/or CIPHL league.
4. If transportation is ever an issue, please contact one of the coaches and we will help make sure it is
covered.

By signing parent/player code of conduct I acknowledge all the above.
This is your copy to keep.

